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rer, there are objections to this scheme including high first
tiigh maintenance cost, difficulties in insulation, and
cation at crossings and in car equipment. Under this
nation of insulated return conductor systems are the double
system found at present in Cincinnati, Ohio, Key West,
l, and Havana, Cuba, and the underground conduit system
[ in Washington, D. C., and New York City. In this con-
l it might be mentioned that tests made on long lines of
•rided tracks having no intersections to cause complica-
ad having the roadbed well drained, show that the leakage
ic rails to earth is almost entirely eliminated because of the
distance of the leakage path.
iher of the schemes for reducing electrolysis has for its
irinciple the reducing of current flow in pipes by surface
ion of the pipes or by means of insulating or resistance
Surface insulation of pipes is not very common at
;. It is open to the objection that, in a positive area, any
failure in the insulation leads to excessive electrolysis
point and consequent pitting of the pipe.    No paint,
textile, or tarred paper is absolutely impervious to mois-
Once moisture has penetrated to the pipe, electrolysis is
and a failure in the insulating covering results, due to
ssure of the gas formed by electrolysis. However, the use
insulating coverings in negative areas is of decided value,
use of insulating joints at frequent intervals in a pipe line
e considered as very good practice for reducing current
. On the other hand, from an economic standpoint, on
t of the high first cost of such joints, especially in old pipe
', may not be deemed advisable to depend entirely on this
for protection. However, as an auxiliary protection
ing joints judiciously used are very valuable,
litigating electrolysis by "pipe drainage" no attempt is
o reduce the current in the pipes, but rather to provide a
c path for the current passing out of the pipes. The metal-
l being of lower resistance than the ground path from the
ttle electrolysis will result where such bonding is installed,
iinary method of "pipe drainage77 consists of electrically
bing the pipes and tracks together by metallic bonds at
where the pipes are positive to the rails. Another form
>e drainage" consists of negative feeders running direct
le bus bars to different points of the pipe system.

